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Microteaching lesson plan for social science

Social sciences is an important category of academic disciplines that study human society and social relations. Social Science disciplines include economics, political science, psychology, sociology, anthropology, history and linguistics, among others. Applied social sciences are the driving force behind some of our most
critical areas. In addition to academic work, studying in these fields prepares students for positions like Mental Health Practitioners, Social Studies Teachers, Economists, Translators, Program Managers, and Analysts.Learners who excel in branches of Social Science typically show abilities to interpret data, recognize
connections, understanding relationships, critical analysis of sources, and generalization of specific information – all skills that are valued in the larger business world. Expertise in social science courses and proven ability to conduct social science research. As such, a bachelor of social sciences or any advanced social
sciences degree can offer a real advantage in the labour market. Online courses in social sciencesIntroductory and advanced online courses are available in a wide range of social sciences. UQx's Introduction to Developmental Psychology and Introduction to Clinical Psychology Courses are good starting points for those
with an interest in Psychology.Other offerings include u.lab: Leading Change in the Times of Disruption and Socially Responsible Real Estate Development and from MITx, as well as BerkeleyX's Journalism for Social Change. Courses are also available from AmnestyInternationalX. For more advanced students,
MichiganX offers a six-course MicroMasters program in social work: Practice, politics, and research. Courses like IIMBx's Operations Management, which is also part of the requirement for edX's MicroMasters in business management program, also constitutes edX's Social Sciences offerings. Jobs in social sciences
Because Social Science disciplines utilize so many sought-after skills, learnings from these courses can be applied to many sectors typically staffed by Social Science degree-holders. For example, as business has become increasingly dependent on data analysis, there are many opportunities for graduates with
computational social science skills. In fact, lists of 265,000 jobs for project managers, with 44,000 of them starting at $100,000 or more a year. There are also 5,000 entry-level jobs available to analysts in various industries, and a total of more than 115,000 Analyst jobs at all levels. In addition, there are thousands of
vacancies right now for specific social science careers. In fact, lists of 94,000 open jobs for social workers, more than 18,000, starting at salaries of $60,000 or more. There are 9,000 Social Justice opportunities at Indeed as well as 2,500 for political analysts. Exploring a Career in Social SciencesThe Social so many
aspects of our world and prepare students for a wide range of jobs. Choose from hundreds of edX courses and explore a future in social work, economics, history, political science and much much more. Sign up now and start down your path today. The independent, trusted guide to online education for over 22 years!
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learners. There are a few reasons for this: Students use a language - such as German, French or Italian - that uses its version of the past simple and the present perfectly interchangeably. Students find the difference between specific past experiences (previously simple) and general experience (present perfect) difficult.
Students speak a language where tense use is much more 'loose' such as Japanese. This lesson focuses on the contact by first narrowing the selection down to either the current perfect or the past simple. It asks students to first ask questions about general experience with 'ever' and then delve into the details with
question terms such as 'where, when, why' etc. Becoming more adept at switching between the current perfect and the past simple Number 1 Asking about experiences #2 Writing about experiences Lower-intermediate to intermediate Begin lessons by talking about your own experiences in a general way. Be careful not
to give any details about these experiences. In other words, stick to the present perfectly. I find topics like travel, education and hobbies work well. For example: I have been to many countries in my life. I have travelled in Europe and I have visited France, Germany, Italy and Switzerland. I've also driven a lot in the United
States. In fact, I've driven through nearly 45 states. Ask students to ask you questions about the details of some of your adventures. You may need to model this. However, students will hopefully be able to catch on quickly and stick to the past simple. On the board, create a timeline that shows earlier to present some of
your adventures. Question the general statements, specific dates over specific statements. On the point the difference between the two. You can use the tense time charts on this site as well. Present the question Do you ever... general experience. Review information issues in the past simply to focus on specific
experiences. Model a few question-and-answer exchanges with students switching between Have You Ever... followed by information questions When do you have ..., Where do you ..., etc., when students answer in the affirmative. Have students train with partners or in Groups. Moving around class, listen to these
conversations that help when necessary. To continue, ask students to fill in the spreadsheet after the example. Move around the room and make sure students switch between today's perfect and simple past writing. Use the current perfectly with 'Have you ever...' to ask your classmates questions. When your partner
answers yes, follow up with information questions in the past. For example: Student 1: Have you ever been to China? Student 2: Yes, I have. Student 1: When did you go there? Student 2: I went there in 2005.Student 1: Which cities did you visit? Student 2: I visited Beijing and Shanghai. buy a new cartravel in a foreign
countryplay football/soccer/tennis/golfing in a big corporate fly over oceaneat something that made you sickest students a foreign language unload your money, wallet, or purseeat snailsplay an instrument Write a few sentences on each of these topics. First, start with a sentence using the current perfect. Then type a
sentence or two with specific details. For example: I have learned three languages in my life. I studied German and Italian when I was in college. I also learned French when I visited the country for a three-month French language program in 1998. Hobbies I've learnedPlaces I've visitedCrazy food, I've eatenPeople I
have metStupid stuff, I've boughtSubjects I've studied This will be my fourth year of homeschooling Jaden. He just went to third grade. Man... how can I get a third degree? I swear, I just changed my diaper. {sigh} This year we're trying something different as far as the syllabus is concerned. Usually, I piece together his
syllabus &amp; come up with his daily lesson plans. But with my two lil ones who have been demanding my attention more, it's much harder to come up with these lessons! I needed help! Jaden is a visual student. He's tech-savvy like his parents. I really wanted to find an online curriculum that would be fun, great,
educational and cheap. I am a SAHM (obviously) and can't afford a super expensive curriculum. I want the best for Jaden... but refuses to go broke &amp; in debt for it! Anyway, I looked at a few different options but really didn't find what I was looking for. So Super Daddy swooped in &amp; saved the day. I don't know
how he found it so quickly, he spent as 5 min search where I had spent hours searching. Joe found our new online cirruculum.... Why did we choose T4L? With Jaden having special needs (high functioning autism), he doesn't learn on a traditional schedule. As I said before, he is very visual, as with most boys/children.
He learns best from games &amp; videos. Every lesson is interactive! I don't have to come up with lesson plans! Hallelujah!! Every day, Jaden logs on and it tells him what his task is that day! He still has spreadsheets he has to do, he prints them out himself (they ask him), completes them &amp; then adds them to his
school binder. * It's only $20 a month! And if you have more kids, then it's an extra $15/per child! * T4L keeps track of all the records for you! You have access to attendance, the progress of each task &amp; characters! The class all quizzes for you, people! How cool is that!!! They have a great parent forum. I've never
posted in this forum yet, but if I have a question, I search for it in the forum and always find my answer! Jaden is in 3rd grade, but has access to the character under &amp; in front of him. This is great for kids who need to go back to catch up on concepts they have problems with or for kids who excel in schooling! Jaden's
having fun! He loves Ed Mouse and all the characters on T4L! And as a mother... I love it that he is loving school! School should not be boring or a chore! If you are homeschooling or thinking about it, I totally recommend checking out Time4Learning!! PreK - 8th $19.95 Monthly, first student ($14.95 monthly for each
additional student) 9th - 12th $30.00 Monthly, per student (Includes 4 courses per student) Now it's time to get started! Start • Stop • Pause anytime sign-up
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